Solution Brief

Integration and
Performance Services
Deployment Services

You may be working to match the speed
of your actions with your opportunities,
but business speed is no longer just about
doing the same things faster. It’s about finding
new and innovative ways to be faster across
your entire business. This type of digital
transformation can be daunting and you may
be concerned about operational complexity,
lack of internal capabilities, insufficient
resources and the best options for integration
into your existing environment.

Deployment Services from HPE Pointnext can
help you to adopt new technologies faster,
install and expand more easily, and transition
without disruption or delay.

To reduce these risks, experts at HPE Pointnext
can help you navigate each step of your IT
transformation journey. Our structured approach,
based on standards and proven processes, can
deliver optimal performance from the start to
accelerate ROI.

Installation Services

HPE Factory Express
This provides hardware and software solutions,
direct from the factory which are built,
pre-configured, and tested to your specifications,
delivered for rapid onsite installation.

HPE provides onsite hardware and software
installation and handover for IT solutions,
including complex custom projects.

Integration and Performance Services

We’re with you
every step of the way

Configuration Deployment
Integration Services

Boost your IT performance today, modernize
for the future, and maximize your return on
investment over your entire IT lifecycle.

For customers who have complex networking
deployment needs, who need a single vendor
to manage deployment across multiple
countries, multiple locations or a wide range
of products with tailored deployment needs,
this end-to-end deployment service meets
your specific requirements for complex
projects that cannot be met by standard
installation services. We build the statement
of work in close collaboration with you. Once
delivery commences, you will have access to a
central portal to track deployment schedules,
key performance metrics and the overall
performance of the service.
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Project Management
See the brochure for details

Take advantage of an HPE project manager
to coordinate and manage IT projects ranging
from a simple relocation to a complex technical
upgrade program across your IT environment.

Technical Training
Accessing the right training for the right people
is the key to success of a transformation.
We can guide and support you throughout
your journey to ensure productivity and
readiness for operating in your new technology
environment – through on-demand training
and virtual labs to tailored instructor-led
workshops and training sessions. Our Digital
Learner annual subscription provides access
to anytime training and delivers e-learning
content curated for teams on an ongoing
basis, with digital badge incentives and metrics
collection for outcome analysis.

Why choose Integration
and Performance Services
from HPE Pointnext?
Benefit from innovation built on HPE
Intellectual Property. This lowers your
risks and costs using proven best practices,
automation and methodologies that have been
tested and refined by HPE experts through
11,000 IT projects a year.
Work with best-in-class ecosystem partners.
Accelerate your business with experienced,
certified experts who can assist with a wide
range of HPE and multivendor technology.
Get help when, where, and how you
need it. Tap into a global delivery organization
in more than 80 countries. Integration and
Performance Services are available directly
from HPE Pointnext or via our global channel
partner network.
Choose from customized, standard or
turnkey solutions. Get the ultimate in flexibility
with standard deliverable packages for an
off-the-shelf solution, or custom services tailored
to meet your individual needs.

Learn more at

hpe.com/services/consulting
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